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Oppari songs in Tamil are also called
‘Kaduvula aasai’. An oppari has always a
specific meaning and role in the social
arrangement of those days. They are the
singers and amplifiers of emotions. They
were integral part of the cultural system of
those days. Manusai is a typical Tamil song
where the character sings about the weight
of the heart that he is bearing. The people
carried their heart’s burden on their bodies
and sang it out. Then there’s the
personality of ‘Aasai’. It refers to standing
steadfast on one’s convictions. To a great
extent the art of oppari-singing is
performed by men. It’s almost a tradition
to get an invitation from the family of the
deceased person. This is an important
tradition where males perform this unique
art as the only women are trained to sing
Brahmastra and Bhasmsangs. It’s a piece
of art to make the deceased person
peaceful and brought them to a place
where they can ‘see the end of the journey’
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(literally translated, the expression means
the deceased person is connected with the
heaven and attained full redemption). The
purpose is to move and move the soul (of
the deceased person) so that he/she can
attain the destination. During the time of
performing the oppari songs the composer
adopts a particular posture and moves the
toes of both feet in a rhythm. The
composer should follow the feet of the
deceased person. The Oppari songs
recorded are composed by a stalwart of
Tamil music Padayappa (1923-1995). His
music is seamless. Enthusiastically he
would invite all artistes of the Tamil film
industry to his home. Accordingly, many of
them visited him on a weekday afternoon
and night. We could have discussions with
him and get to know each other’s
experiences. The atmosphere was lively.
The friendship and good rapport continued
after his death. I met him in a private car in
Madurai, Tamil Nadu. He was accompanied
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by Cheran. I was his audience that day. I
listened to the Oppari songs sung by P.
Susheela, Chithra, S. Janaki, P.B.Sreenivas,
Krishnamoorthy, S.R.Revathi, T.V.Kapila,
S.Janaki etc., one by one.
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it’s been a year since the group began its
pursuit of the stars. in the first three years,

vikkalsa put out over 300 of these reels.
but it’s the response from fans that makes
them proudest. “we did not foresee this.
people liked it so much that they went to
songs and even got into film forums to

discuss them,” arun kumar told the indian
express. “we were pleasantly surprised at

the level of interest.” and the tamizh vettai
team is planning to keep up with the times.

“we’re working on an innovation plan,”
says arun kumar. “we’re thinking of doing
a re-imagining of the songs every week. it
will be fun.” “tamizh vettai” is a word from
tamil meaning “tamil cinema songs”. the

videos are often mixed with hindi and
english songs. the youtube playlist has

over 300 songs from tamil movies, which
are often interspersed with hindi and

english songs. if your son is an aspiring
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singer or musician, you might want to look
at owning some of the songs from his
favorite singers. that way you can also

learn how a particular genre sounds and
what kind of structure these songs have.
such songs also go a long way in giving

voice to the artist's character, and you will
get to hear how the voice changes with

each song. when i was studying the songs
of the film, it was amazing to see how

many singers had sung these songs. it was
like a treasure trove of songs to be taken
home and relistened to again and again. i
was truly impressed that this film has left
such a deep impression in the minds of

people. i had heard about tamil language
from a very early age. i was brought up in
a city, which is called coimbatore, which is
a very conservative place. so when i had to
attend school, i was the only tamil student,
surrounded by malayali students. i made

sure i spoke only tamil and acted like them.
i was subjected to all kinds of humiliation,
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including being beaten up by other
students. 5ec8ef588b
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